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Words: Yvette Murrell

NEWS I SHOPPING I UPDATES

Forget painting your walls one shade – Crown’s latest looks are all about
experimenting, from freehand, not-quite-straight borders to pairing three
or more colours and painterly effects. Visit the brand’s website for handy
how-to videos to recreate the looks. Matt emulsion, £14 for 2.5 litres.
crownpaints.co.uk
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All hands on deck

BOLD AS
BRASS
Samuel Heath’s
floorstanding single-lever
bath and shower mixer
now comes in a range
of industrial-style finishes
such as Urban Brass,
shown. A statement piece,
it operates at a minimum
water pressure of three bar
and is priced £5225.
samuel-heath.co.uk

Click here…
Königstone
Looking for a kitchen worktop?
The German brand’s quartz and
real stone designs can now be
browsed online, alongside sound
advice on the benefits and
maintenance advice for each
type of material.
konigstone.co.uk

*

KBB
loves

Havwood’s latest outdoor flooring looks just as
sophisticated as the indoor designs – ideal if
you are looking to seamlessly link both spaces.
The Xscape decking planks are available in
varying shades of grey with a weather resistant
finish, from £133.14 per sq m. Thanks to a
polyethylene coating, they are also easy to
clean and will withstand even extreme weather.
havwoods.co.uk

As KBB approaches its
30th anniversary, we’ve
been delving into the back
issues to rediscover some of
our most standout covers.
This month our attention
was drawn to the lavish
bedroom you see on our
July/August 1994 issue,
belonging to Right Said
Fred frontman Richard
Fairbrass. Rock’n’roll.

A splash

OF STYLE
Pooky are best known for
cool, quirky lighting designs,
and the debut bathroom
collection is no different. All
lights in the range are IPrated, including this Hazel
wall light in glass with swanneck fitting in brass, £114.
pooky.com

Mind the gap

Did you know? In May, the government made temporary permitted development planning
rules permanent – so you can add a single-storey rear extension of up to 6m to terraced or
semi-detached homes, or 8m to detached homes, without needing full planning permission.

“I was amazed to discover that
Parkside’s latest range of tiles – Sequel
by Alusid – are made of 98% recycled
materials, so are a sustainable option.
Available in Shoreditch Blue (shown)
Greenwich Green, and Paddington Pink
as square, metro and large metro forms
from £99 per sq m.” parkside.co.uk
Elinor, editorial assistant

The patent for Coolicon’s pendant lights
goes all the way back to 1933, when
these high-gloss vitreous enamel designs
were used throughout the London
Underground. Back then, the cut-out
shape was intentionally created to allow
heat from lightbulbs to be released, while
today the same design is still used to help
illuminate a whole room instead of only
the space directly beneath the shade.
Shown here in Powder Pink and Original
Grey. £120 for the standard and £200
for a large size. cooliconlighting.com

Sleep easy

Summer is here, which is welcomed
by most unless you suffer from
allergies or the heat is keeping you
awake. Not only are Naturalmat’s
mattresses made with wool from
certified organic sheep – which
is temperature regulating – but
also free from any chemical
treatments, so are kind to skin. Billy
four-poster double bed, £1440,
and double mattress, £985.
naturalmat.co.uk

Lavender love
Move over navy blue – it looks like the next
popular shade in kitchen design is going
to be purple. And why not? It works well
when balanced out with a palette of grey
tones, such as in this Masterclass Kitchens
scheme. Kitchens start from £12,000.
masterclasskitchens.co.uk
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PUT ON A PEDESTAL
Adding a touch of decadence to a bedside,
this marble-effect accent table is made from a
lightweight concrete, so is far from being as heavy
as it appears. The large costs £802, the small £668.
arteriorshome.com
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Tiipii’s hanging beds can be
the ideal spot for cosying
up either in your home or
the garden – just hang it
securely from the ceiling or
on a powder-coated steel
stand (sold separately).
Shown is the 1.8m-wide
Nester, around £349, for
three to five people.
tiipiibed.com
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Nothing beats a relaxing soak
in the tub after a long week.
The Taizo from Victoria + Albert
Baths – created in collaboration with
renowned Hong Kong-based architect,
interior and product designer Steve Leung
– features comfortable sloping sides
and measures a generous 150cm
in diameter. It is priced £4800.
vandabaths.com

Space age
John Lewis & Partners is introducing a new in-store virtual reality (VR)
experience to help with interior planning. You’ll be able to draw up a
plan of your room, place products in it, and then “walk around” via
a VR headset to get an idea of how the space will feel. Visualise Your
Space is initially launching in the Kingston, Cambridge, and Horsham
stores. Will you be giving it a go? johnlewis.com

71%

OF BRITS SAY
a plant sensor
is the most

appealing

SMART GARDEN
TECHNOLOGY*

THINK
OUTSIDE
THE BOX
Not to be constrained by
straight lines, Aqata’s DS506
curved shower screen is
made from a single sheet
of 8mm-thick glass for an
elegant, luxurious look.
Measuring 200cm-high x
120cm-wide, it costs £1634.
aqata.co.uk

On Elinor’s radar
1 Off the rails
Clerkenwell Design Week saw the
launch of many new and wonderful
products. In this sculpture piece by
Rails, designed by
Gwendoline Porte, the
pieces fit together

*according to research conducted
by farawayfurniture.com.

but can stand
alone to make
chairs, tables and
shelves – clever.

Garden
party

Need a few more seats around
your alfresco dining table? The
Chee collection by Tom Fereday
for SP01 was made in Italy and
includes these contemporary
geometric chairs in five powdercoated colours. Available with
or without seat cushions, prices
are on application.
sp01design.com

After dark
Stylish outdoor lighting comes
in the form of Curiousa &
Curiousa’s hand-blown glass
range. Available in 23 colours,
each light features a specially
designed enclosed LED G9
bulb and all are rated IP45.
This Neo Long wall light in
brushed brass and Garnet
Red costs £510. curiousa.co.uk

gwendolineporte.design

2 Amazing awards
Team KBB was shortlisted for Content Team of
the Year at the British Media Awards. It was an
honour to attend the event along with other
talented journalists. Here’s us all dressed up
and enjoying a great night out.
3 Let in the light
I’m seeing a lot of
large lampshades
in a range of
textures and
finishes, such as
velvet, this season.
Here’s a selection of
sophisticated designs

LEVEL UP
Foodies, take note: Miele’s latest
built-in cooking appliances serve up
an array of innovative and smart
features. FoodView enables you
to see how your meal is getting on
via an app on your phone, while
TasteControl allows food to remain in
the oven without overcooking - great
for when you are busy entertaining
guests. Shown are the Generation
7000 VitroLine appliances in Graphite
Grey: the CVA7845 coffee machine,
£3599; DGC7845 combination
steam oven, £4299; ESW7010
warming drawer, £1099; and EVS7010
vacuum sealing drawer, £2259.
miele.co.uk
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I saw at the Very AW19
press preview. very.co.uk

4 Tiles tiles tiles
I attended a tile workshop with Parkside
for the launch of their Sequel collection.

Within easy reach
Let’s be honest, no one really likes loading
and unloading the dishwasher – what with all
the bending down and coming up again
you have to do. Thankfully AEG’s latest design
includes ComfortLift, a function which allows
you to smoothly slide and lift the trays so
they are within easy reach. Now doesn’t that
sound a whole lot less laborious? Priced £929.
aeg.co.uk

Made from waste materials such as shards
of glass from kerbside collections, broken
sanitaryware, and glaze waste from
ceramic manufacture, the handmade
glazed tiles are 98% recyclable. Here’s a
snippet of my handiwork. parkside.co.uk
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